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I. intRoduction & 
eXecutiVe summARY 

California’s residential and commercial building sector 
accounts for nearly a quarter of the state’s greenhouse 
gas emissions, with combustion of fuel for heating and 
cooling buildings generating more than 10 percent of 
state emissions.1 As the state moves toward all-electric 
buildings, and as climate change exacerbates the need 
for air conditioning, replacing older gas-powered 
furnaces and air conditioning units with heat pumps—a 
highly efficient technology that provides space and water 
heating and cooling—can increase efficiency, comfort 
and resilience. Heat pump deployment in existing 
buildings is a key aspect of the overall integrated strategy 
to achieve carbon-free targets for the buildings sector.
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C alifornia’s buildings largely rely on a combination of electricity and 
natural gas to heat and cool interiors and run appliances like furnaces, 
water heaters, stoves and clothes dryers. To reduce the greenhouse 

gas emissions from these uses, the state will need to move to all-electric 
building energy applications, particularly as the electrical grid moves toward 
100 percent zero-carbon electricity by 2045 per Senate Bill 100 (De León, 2018). 
Eliminating gas combustion inside buildings, especially those without strong 
ventilation, can also significantly reduce exposure to harmful air pollution.2

Heat pumps are a key strategy to achieve these emission reductions. Using 
a long-established technology, they offer a highly efficient way to provide 
space and water heating and cooling. Heat pumps can reduce the emissions 
and improve the overall habitability of buildings by electrifying a range of 
traditionally gas-fired appliances:

• Heat pumps for space heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
use electric-powered compressors to move heat into or out of a 
structure. Space heat pumps are more efficient than existing gas-
fired heaters and air conditioning units and are a single cost-effective 
unit that provide both heating and cooling.3 

• Heat pump water heaters (HPWHs) use electricity to move heat from 
one source (typically ambient air) to water instead of combusting 
gas. Heat pump water heaters can achieve an efficiency three times 
grater than conventional electric-resistance water heaters, and they 
are generally cost-competitive with fossil fuel-powered systems.4 

Eliminating natural gas from air and water heating significantly reduces a home’s 
climate impact, and the heat pump process uses half as much energy as other 
electric home-heating sources on average. And because these appliances can 
be enabled to automatically communicate with the electric grid, utilities can 
manage their operation to help improve grid reliability and resilience. 

Yet heat pump installation is relatively rare in California. Heat pumps often have 
higher upfront costs (though they offer long-term energy savings) and typically 
face installation challenges, such as electrical panel upgrade requirements or 
a lack of consumer and contractor awareness. 

In 2021, the California Energy Commission (CEC) approved the first building 
energy efficiency code in the nation to include electric heat pumps as a baseline 
technology for new and significantly renovated homes. But the state will still 
need a different strategy for its existing buildings, more than 75 percent of 
which were built before the state developed its first Title 24 Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards in 1978. With approximately 14 million existing residential 
homes in the state and slow building turnover, state leaders will need to 
concentrate their efforts to encourage the replacement of appliances to reduce 
emissions in line with state climate targets.5

How can California leaders spur manufacturers, suppliers, contractors, and 
utilities to make heat pumps the preferred option for appliance replacements? 
How can they incentivize building owners and landlords to make the switch? And 
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how can these building energy upgrades avoid the risk of tenant displacement 
and increased cost burdens among lower-income Californians?

This report focuses on policy, financial, and workforce solutions needed to 
address these questions, based on a convening of leaders from state and local 
government, electric utilities, and environmental and economic development 
organizations, hosted by UC Berkeley School of Law’s Center for Law, Energy 
and the Environment (CLEE) and UCLA School of Law’s Emmett Institute on 
Climate Change and the Environment in January 2022. The group sought to 
examine opportunities to promote heat pump adoption in California’s existing 
buildings in an equitable manner and formulate recommendations for state 
policymakers. 

Building on the law schools’ January 2021 report Building toward Decarbonization,6 
which focused on accelerating building electrification in high-priority communities, 
this report outlines participants’ vision for increasing the adoption of heat 
pump technologies, focusing on key barriers limiting progress toward that 
vision and actionable solutions to overcome those barriers. The convening 
participants first defined high-priority areas and populations for deployment, 
including areas rebuilding from wildfire damage, low-income renters without 
air conditioning, and communities with existing gas infrastructure near the 
end of its useful life. They then identified top barriers and solutions including: 

BARRIER 1: A LACK OF CONSISTENT STATE POLICY ON 
HEAT PUMP INSTALLATION IN EXISTING BUILDINGS, 
INCLUDING LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
AND LONG-TERM PLANNING PROCESSES 

• The state legislature could require a clear statewide building 
decarbonization roadmap that prioritizes heat pump adoption, 
including a specific date for phaseout of fossil fuel appliance sales, 
such as through a zero-emission standard. 

• The legislature and California Public Utilities Commission could reform 
the existing rate structure to support heat pump deployment. 

• The California Department of General Services could use its buying 
power to increase investor confidence in the heat pump marketplace. 

• The California Air Resources Board, Public Utilities Commission, 
and utilities could develop a refrigerant management program that 
supports heat pump deployment. 

• The California Air Resources Board and California regional air districts 
could regulate baseline indoor air quality in residential and commercial 
buildings. 
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BARRIER 2: BUILDING ENERGY UPGRADES PRESENT THE RISK 
OF INCREASED COST BURDENS AND TENANT DISPLACEMENT 
AMONG LOWER-INCOME CALIFORNIANS

• The state legislature and local governments could pass and enforce 
tenant protection policies to ensure that heat pump deployment in 
existing rental and low-income housing does not lead to rent hikes 
and displacement.

• The California Public Utilities Commission and utilities could enhance on-
bill financing to overcome the landlord-tenant split incentive conundrum.

• Utilities, local governments, and building owners could collaborate to 
implement green leases with heat pump deployment requirements for 
multi-unit and commercial buildings.

• Local governments could implement renovation requirements for multi-
unit dwellings to ensure heat pumps are installed whenever a primary 
or seismic renovation occurs. 

• The state legislature could direct the California Public Utilities Commission 
to use new ratemaking strategies to protect low-income Californians 
from over-paying for a legacy gas system. 

• The state legislature could create an all-electric “Right to Cooling” policy 
with funds to enable heat pump deployment for low-income Californians.

• State agencies and local governments, in partnership with affordable 
housing owners and operators, could develop trust-building processes 
to ensure equitable heat pump deployment. 

BARRIER 3: HIGH UPFRONT COSTS INCREASE THE NEED FOR 
PUBLIC FUNDS AND FINANCING SOLUTIONS 

• The California Public Utilities Commission could end rebates for gas 
water heaters and instead redirect funds to expand heat pump incentives. 

• The California Department of Housing and Community Development, 
California Energy Commission, and local governments could work to 
establish a Community Development Block Grant to fund and leverage 
electrical grid improvements and heat pump deployment. 

• The state legislature could appropriate funds to help defray the upfront 
costs of retrofitting and installing heat pumps in high-priority communities.

• The California Public Utilities Commission, in coordination with utilities 
and the Technology and Equipment for Clean Heating (TECH) Clean 
California team of building decarbonization program administrators, 
could increase incentives for necessary electrical preparation activities, 
such as panel upgrades, smart panel systems, and other technologies 
to address electrical load. 
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BARRIER 4: LACK OF CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE AND 
ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR A SKILLED WORKFORCE TO 
SCALE HEAT PUMP INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND 
REBATE PROGRAMS

• The California Public Utilities Commission, California Energy 
Commission and utilities could develop midstream incentives to 
encourage contractors, retailers, and technicians to promote heat 
pump installations. 

• The California Workforce Development Board could develop and 
support installer training programs for heat pump installations and 
could pre-qualify contractors.

• The state legislature could bolster existing SB 1477 funding efforts 
in coordination with the California Public Utilities Commission to 
provide customers and consumers with better technical assistance.

• Advocates and government officials could rebrand heat pumps to 
be more easily understood by average consumers.
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II. oVeRView: heAt pumps pResent A 
keY climAte solution

HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY IS A STRAIGHTFORWARD 
METHOD TO IMPROVE BUILDING ENERGY PERFORMANCE

Heat pumps use a long-established technology to create a highly efficient 
way to provide space and water heating and cooling. In the summertime, 
they work like any other AC unit (or refrigerator), using electricity-powered 
compressors to remove heat from the air inside and push cooled air back 
into the building. In cooler months, heat pumps instead draw heat energy 
from outside air and move it into buildings to provide warmth. Heat pumps 
deliver cooling and heating efficiently, using half as much energy as other 
electric home-heating sources, on average.7 Yet heat pumps are currently 
used in less than 6 percent of new home construction in California and are 
installed at an even lower rate in existing buildings.8 

Heat pumps function by moving heat for a specific purpose, in contrast to 
traditional technologies that generate heat by combusting a fuel source, an 
inefficient conversion process in which any gas-powered furnace or boiler 
will waste some energy.9 By eliminating the need for on-site combustion of 
gas and offering air conditioning services, a heat pump functions as a single 
unit to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve in-home air quality.10 

This report focuses on the following heat pump applications: 

• Electric heat pumps for space heating and cooling, which as described 
above provide energy-efficient methods to transfer heat either in 
or out of a building and dehumidify better than standard central air 
conditioners, resulting in less energy usage and increased comfort. 
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• Heat pump water heaters, which employ the same technology as 
heat pump space heating systems to create hot water, are two 
to three times more efficient than conventional electric resistance 
water heaters, and are generally cost-competitive with fossil fuel-
powered systems.11

The most common type of heat pump is the air-source heat pump, which 
transfers heat between the house and outside air through either a ducted 
or ductless (i.e. “mini-split”) system. Geothermal heat pumps transfer heat 
between the house and the outside ground or a nearby water source, typically 
by pumping water underground to absorb or shed heat relative to the outside 
air temperature. Although geothermal heat pumps cost more to install, they 
have low operating costs because they take advantage of relatively constant 
ground or water temperatures, as opposed to the fluctuating and often more 
extreme outside air temperature. 

Heat pumps have advanced greatly over the past decade, largely due to 
technological innovations and increased investment in research and development.12 
Two-speed compressors allow heat pumps to operate close to the heating or 
cooling capacity needed at any particular outdoor temperature, saving energy 
by reducing compressor wear. Two-speed heat pumps also work for zone 
control systems, often seen in multi-unit dwellings or homes with climate 
controlled rooms. Zone control systems utilize humidity dampers to allow the 
heat pump to keep different rooms at different temperatures. Some models of 
heat pumps are equipped with variable-speed or dual-speed motors on their 
indoor fans to keep the air moving at a comfortable velocity. Newer motors 
can also minimize drafts and noise and maximize electrical savings. Finally, 
improvements in the refrigerants used for heat pump technology--which new 
California Air Resources Board regulations will require to cut global warming 
potential (GWP) by over half by 2030—will greatly improve the appliances’ 
emissions profile.13

HEAT PUMPS ARE A KEY PART OF CALIFORNIA’S BUILDING 
DECARBONIZATION EFFORT

As California leaders seek improvements in all sectors to meet the state’s 
climate goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 40 percent below 1990 
levels by 2030, doubling building energy efficiency savings by the same date, and 
achieving statewide carbon neutrality by 2045, they have begun to recognize 
building decarbonization as a central component of state strategy.14 According 
to recent reports, the state is not currently on pace to meet its greenhouse 
gas reduction targets.15 With mobile source and wildfire emissions increasing, 
regulators and legislators are increasingly focusing on stationary and area 
sources like the built environment. Building electrification—replacement of 
gas-powered appliances with electric-powered systems—is essential to achieving 
state greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.16 Furthermore, electric heat 
pumps will only become more efficient and cleaner as the renewable energy 
mix of the electricity supply gradually increases. 
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In order to meet the ambitious emission reduction targets, building owners and industry 
will need significant policy support. Buildings are responsible for 10 percent of direct 
emissions (from on-site fuel combustion and leakage) and 25 percent of systemwide 
emissions (including direct and electricity generation emissions).17 Currently, more 
than 90 percent of California’s furnaces and water heaters run on gas or propane.18 

The California Air Resources Board’s recent Draft 2022 Scoping Plan Update noted 
the challenge facing the building sector, stating “[a]chieving carbon neutrality must 
include transitioning away from fossil gas in residential and commercial buildings, and 
will rely primarily on advancing energy efficiency while replacing gas appliances with 
electric alternatives.”19

California’s new energy code will require heat pumps in new buildings

In 2021, the California Energy Commission approved the first building code in the 
nation to include highly efficient electric heat pumps as a baseline technology.20 As the 
state’s energy policy agency, the Energy Commission was tasked by the Warren-Alquist 
Act in 1974 with periodically updating and adopting building standards to increase 
energy efficiency of buildings and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.21 The Energy 
Commission proposes (and the California Building Standards Commission adopts) 
Building Energy Efficiency Standards (also known as Title 24) updates every three 
years for new construction and renovations to existing buildings. By January 2023, the 
code will require new homes and buildings statewide to be equipped with at least one 
highly-efficient heat pump for space or water heating or face higher energy efficiency 
requirements.22 If builders use any gas appliances, the code requires them to offset 
the higher emissions with additional efficiency measures. These provisions will deliver 
considerable climate and air quality benefits. Buildings must also be “all-electric ready” 
in order to help owners avoid costly panel and wiring upgrades down the line.23 

Yet the Title 24 standards apply only to new construction and not the 14 million existing 
residential homes.24 With state analysts expecting that currently existing buildings will 
still constitute half of the building stock in 2050, California will need to retrofit millions 
of homes to reach state climate targets.25 The Energy Commission’s recent Integrated 
Energy Policy Report (IEPR) set an ambitious goal of installing at least 6 million heat 
pumps by 2030.26 The California Air Resources Board’s Draft 2022 State Strategy for 
the State Implementation Plan also targets that zero-emission heat pumps should be 
used for all new space and water heaters (for either new construction or replacement 
of burned-out equipment in existing buildings) beginning in 2030.27 Given that the 
current operating lifespan of water heaters is approximately 10 to 15 years, and even 
longer for HVAC equipment, state leaders will need to align policy signals and financial 
incentives to dramatically increase adoption of heat pumps in existing buildings. 

Additional state policies support heat pump deployment

Significant state legislation has supported heat pump deployment in recent years. In 
2015, Senate Bill (SB) 350 (De León) directed the Energy Commission to develop a 
plan to double building energy efficiency savings by 2030, in connection with other 
state clean energy goals.28 Assembly Bill (AB) 3232 (Friedman, 2018) directed the 
Energy Commission to assess the state’s potential to reduce building emissions 40 
percent below 1990 levels by 2030.29 The commission’s subsequent AB 3232 assessment 
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concluded that “reducing direct emissions – which are largely due 
to onsite use of fossil gas – will require large-scale deployment of 
electric heat pumps.”30 

SB 1477 (Stern, 2018) directed the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC), in consultation with the Energy Commission, to develop 
programs aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated 
with buildings. The bill created two programs to accelerate heat pump 
deployment for Californians: Technology and Equipment for Clean 
Heating (TECH) and Building Initiative for Low Emissions Development 
(BUILD).31 The TECH Initiative, administered by the Public Utilities 
Commission, focuses on existing buildings, and provides consumer 
education, workforce training, incentives, and other market development 
support for low-emission space and water-heating technologies.32 The 
BUILD Program, administered by the Energy Commission, provides 
incentives and technical assistance to support the adoption of advanced 
building design and all-electric technologies in new, low-income all-
electric homes.33 For initial funding, TECH received $120 million and 
BUILD received $80 million over four years from the state’s cap-
and-trade program. Both programs are implemented by teams of 
third-party organizations selected through competitive solicitations. 

The first BUILD implementation plan went into effect in early 2022.34 
BUILD projects are limited strictly to new residential projects that are 
all-electric and have no hookup to the gas distribution grid. Additionally, 
all required and eligible technologies must be installed at homes that 
are permanently fixed to the foundation, excluding mobile homes.35 

The TECH program aims to be the state’s flagship heat pump market 
transformation initiative for space and water heating, designed to 
integrate with and complement other existing incentive programs. 
The program is open to single- and multi-unit residences within 
investor-owned gas utility (IOU) territories, which covers almost the 
entirety of the state, and will direct at least 40 percent of program 
benefits directed towards low-income and historically disadvantaged 
communities. 

TECH includes three simultaneous efforts: 

• First, the program focuses on the technology supply chain by 
providing midstream incentives for heat pumps and offering 
workforce training to interested contractors. 

• Second, through six regional pilot programs and the annual 
“Quick Start Grant” solicitation, TECH funds smaller-scale 
pilot projects that test potential solutions to market barriers 
to widespread heat pump deployment. 

• Finally, cost data from all TECH-funded appliance installations, 
along with the pre-and post-installation meter data at that 
residence and information on greenhouse gas impacts, will 
be posted on a public database to enable public analysis 
supporting future building decarbonization policies. 

LOCAL AND UTILITY PILOT 
PROGRAMS

In addition to statewide programs, 
utility and local leaders are 
implementing pilot programs 
concurrently. Examples include: 

• Marin Clean Energy’s Low-
Income Family and Tenants 
Program for multifamily 
residential buildings, funded 
through the Energy Savings 
Association Program budget134; 

• Pacific Gas & Electric and 
Southern California Edison 
Wildfire Rebuild Program, 
which provides incentives for 
customers to go “above code” by 
pursuing all-electric construction 
through the installation of heat 
pump water heaters and heat 
pump HVAC technologies, heat 
pump dryers, and induction 
stoves in structures destroyed by 
wildfires135; 

• Southern California Edison’s 
San Joaquin Valley Affordable 
Energy Pilot, wich funds heat 
pump water heaters and heat 
pump HVAC technologies in low-
income homes in California City, 
Ducor, and West Goshen that are 
currently using wood or propane 
for heating. Notably, the pilot 
also includes tenant protections: 
if the utility installs the new 
appliances, the landlord must 
agree not to raise rent beyond 
average or evict for 5 years after 
the retrofits.136 
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TECH incentives and offerings became available in December 2021 and are 
currently available in Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) and Southern California 
Edison (SCE) electric utility territory, as of May 2022. While TECH is still in 
the process of launching and reaching both local governments and building 
owners, the program’s implementation will address many of the barriers 
discussed herein. 

HEAT PUMPS PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT CO-BENEFITS FOR 
BUILDING RESIDENTS

In addition to reducing carbon emissions, replacing gas appliances with heat 
pumps brings indoor air quality benefits, reduced operating costs, and more 
affordable air conditioning during extreme heat events. Indoor combustion of 
gas in appliances emits a wide range of pollutants, including carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen oxide, particulate matter, and formaldehyde, which can cause asthma 
and other respiratory illnesses with annual impacts in the billions of dollars.36 

California (like all other states and the federal government) has no residential 
indoor air quality standards, limiting the ability of regulators to address any 
specific pollutants. While the California Division of Occupational Safety and 
Health (Cal/OSHA) has authority over indoor air quality for workplace settings, 
residential indoor air quality has not been a topic of public health concern until 
recently.37 The indoor air quality and public health benefits from heat pumps 
will be particularly significant for those living in California’s extreme climates 
(especially cold climates), who are at high risk from harmful indoor air pollution 
due to their greater reliance on gas appliances for temperature regulation. 
Given that heat pumps continue to prove reliable in colder climates, the 
comparably warmer California climate should be well-suited for the technology.

The California Air Resources Board and regional air districts have also begun 
to address space and water heater emissions as part of pollution reduction 
strategies by shifting toward cleaner heat pump technology. Space and water 
heaters are the greatest source of nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions in the 
building sector, and unlike other appliances, vent directly outdoors into the 
ambient air, affecting the local and regional air quality. Nitrogen oxides are 
a key criteria pollutant as a precursor to ozone and secondary particulate 
matter formation, which impacts lung and cardiovascular health. The California 
Air Resources Board Draft 2022 State Implementation Plan proposed a zero-
emission standard at the point of sale for space and water heaters.38 Air districts 
throughout the state, including the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 
are considering zero-NOx appliance standards for space and water heating 
with compliance dates ranging from 2027 to 2031 based on equipment type, 
use, and size.39 The zero-NOx standards would essentially mandate electric 
heat pump systems upon replacement of existing furnaces.

Heat pumps also offer reduced operating costs. The efficiency of the heat 
pump means that it costs less to operate in the long term, as compared to a 
less-efficient gas water heater or a gas furnace plus electric air conditioning.40 
Heat pumps can also provide resilience to extreme heat events by offering 
more affordable air conditioning, improving home comfort in the process. 
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Finally, heat pumps can be enabled to help automate usage and help efficiently 
manage the grid. In Connecticut, for example, an electric utility successfully 
piloted a demand response program with heat pump water heater users, curtailing 
power during cold weather to save energy and ensure the grid remained stable.41 

FINANCIAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE BARRIERS LIMIT HEAT 
PUMP INSTALLATIONS, ABSENT POLICY SUPPORT

Despite the increasing availability and long-term cost-effectiveness of heat pump 
technologies, economic barriers remain. While new all-electric construction saves 
money by foregoing the often expensive gas piping infrastructure required, 
retrofitting older buildings with heat pump technology may require owners to 
upgrade their electric panels to meet the increased new demand in electric 
usage and add electric wiring through existing walls.42 

Even with incentives and rebates, high upfront costs to install heat pump 
technologies can be cost prohibitive.43 According to one recent analysis of life-
cycle costs, a heat pump HVAC unit can save users up to $550 per year compared 
to a gas-combined system.44 However, increased upfront costs and increased 
electrical costs can negate those savings: 

• When customers retrofit a residence, a ductless heat pump can cost 
them between $3,500-$5,500 in non-capital construction costs for the 
price of electrification and envelope improvements.45 

• A heat pump water heater can require $800-$1,000 in non-capital 
construction costs. 

• Panel upgrades or distribution upgrades can cost up to $6,000 in 
non-capital construction costs, and gas utilities can charge upwards 
of $500 just to turn off no longer needed gas service.46 

When upgrading paneling (e.g., from 100 amperes to 200 amperes to accommodate 
higher electrical loads), an installer typically must obtain a permit from the 
appropriate jurisdiction and coordinate with the local utility.47 It can take three 
to six months to accommodate the additional work for both water and space 
heaters. If building owners and residents need more extended remodeling or 
electrical work, such as for wiring, ductwork, and venting changes, they are more 
likely to be dissuaded from investing in heat pump technology. 

Additionally, existing utility rate structures may not compensate customers for the 
demand flexibility they might provide by using this electric technology at off-peak 
times (i.e. via lower rates for off-peak usage), which diminishes customers’ ability 
to offset the cost of a heat pump retrofit when factoring in increased electrical 
demand. These high capital and installation costs mean that an owner’s heat 
pump retrofit investment can take years or even decades to generate financial 
savings. Residents with limited access to capital may therefore be unable to 
afford the project altogether without financial assistance. 

If a building owner or operator is interested in installing a heat pump, they may 
encounter some upfront electrical or physical infrastructure issues such as: 
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• Limited electrical panel capacity to handle increased load from heat 
pump installation and any other electric appliances

• Space limitations for indoor/outdoor heat pump space or water 
heater equipment (gas furnaces generally only have one relatively 
small indoor component to heat a building; an electric heat pump 
needs to have both an indoor and outdoor component)

• Limited path to transport or handle a larger tank inside a building, 
existing structural conditions, and outdoor placement challenges

• Piping connections for heat pump water heaters
• Extra coordination with subcontractors for new equipment
• Increased maintenance costs to ensure maximum operational efficiency

However, solutions exist to address electrical infrastructure limitations. While 
an expense, smart panels and other load-balancing technologies—which can 
monitor and control circuits within a home to deliver energy to appropriate 
locations at appropriate times based on factors such as electricity prices, 
demand, and capacity—allow for more dynamic home energy management. 
These smart panels can help solve grid reliability issues and provide peace of 
mind for building owners. Smart panels enable electrification without electrical 
service or transformer upgrades, if the existing electrical infrastructure cannot 
support increased loads. However, there are limited incentives for smart panels 
or underlying upgrades.
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III. Vision FoR eQuitAble & 
AFFoRdAble heAt pump Adoption in 
eXisting buildings

Participants in the January 2022 convening offered a vision for a prioritized, 
structured effort to deploy heat pump technologies in existing buildings. The 
plan would optimize public and private resources across the demands of 
environmental and equity promotion and economic efficiency. This vision 
would also provide streamlined financial support that could reach customers 
before the time of purchase, and facilitate development of the workforce 
that installs and maintains the technology. 

Implementing this vision would result in heat pump installation in all existing 
building retrofits. Success would mean all consumers have a simple, easy path 
from heat pump purchase to installation (especially in urgent replacements 
and when rebuilding after wildfire events), with full incorporation in the latest 
building codes and standards for new construction. 

As millions of heat pumps become ubiquitous in the building stock, they will 
help reduce gas usage in buildings while increasing total electricity consumption 
from buildings. Any successful vision must include seamless integration with 
the state’s electrical grid, including the buildout of resilient power generation 
and energy storage to meet the increased load from heat pumps. 

The group also identified the top-priority communities and needs for 
electrification that maximize environmental, equity, and economic goals as a 
starting point for this effort. 
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HIGH-PRIORITY AREAS INCLUDE:

1. Communities with a high proportion of renters, including low-
to-moderate income housing, schools, community centers, and 
workplaces. 

2. Residents in hotter climate zones without air conditioning, to support 
the “right to cooling,” as well as residents in the coldest climate 
zones which use gas-powered space heating most often. 

3. Lower-income and disadvantaged communities that are most harmed 
by the health impacts of gas, propane, and wood combustion, as well 
as communities who stand to benefit the most from investments 
in clean, resilient, and affordable technologies, including tribal 
communities, mobile-home communities, and communities that meet 
the Public Utilities Commission’s definition of “environmental and 
social justice communities”48 and the state definition of “disadvantaged 
communities,” per the California Office of Environmental Health 
Hazard Assessment CalEnviroScreen 4.049 screening tool. 

4. Communities with existing gas infrastructure near the end of its 
useful life that are in need of near-term replacement, which allow 
for the deployment of incentives for heat pumps as a non-pipeline 
alternative. 

5. Communities rebuilding from wildfires that require new utility 
distribution infrastructure to return to service,   such as those in the 
Wildfire and Natural Disaster Resiliency Rebuild program (WNDRR).50 

6. Communities using wood-burning for heat that are not connected 
to existing gas lines. 

The solutions identified in the following section seek to implement the vision 
described above with a primary focus on these high-priority areas.
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IV. bARRieRs And pRioRitY policY 
solutions

Participants at the January 2022 convening identified a range of 
barriers to achieving their vision for widespread heat pump adoption 
in existing buildings, prioritizing the high-priority areas such as 
lower-income or other disadvantaged communities. The group then 
discussed foundational policy, finance, and workforce solutions to 
address inconsistencies within state and local requirements, as well as 
high upfront purchase and installation costs and workforce transition 
concerns. 

THE BARRIERS CENTERED ON FOUR THEMES:

• A lack of consistent state policy on existing building heat pump 
installation, including in existing legal and regulatory requirements 
and long-term planning timelines

• A need to center equity in heat pump deployment to prevent 
unintended consequences, such as displacement and increased 
cost burden

• High upfront costs that increase the need for public funds and 
financing solutions 

• A lack of information and training to adequately support a skilled 
workforce and consumers with knowledge of heat pump installation, 
maintenance, and rebate programs

This section describes those barriers in detail and highlights the top-priority 
policy solutions participants identified to overcome them. 

BARRIER: A LACK OF CONSISTENT STATE POLICY 
ON EXISTING BUILDING HEAT PUMP INSTALLATION, 
INCLUDING IN REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND LONG-
TERM PLANNING PROCESSES

While the state legislature and energy regulators have established aggressive 
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets and long recognized the clear link 
between achieving those targets and electrifying the building stock, California 
still lacks clearly defined state policy supporting a transition to electrification. 
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AB 3232 and SB 1477 have provided foundational steps, but the state’s building 
energy efficiency codes, utility regulations, and energy efficiency and affordable 
housing policies still fall short of demonstrating robust support for heat pump 
retrofits in existing buildings. At the same time, electrification advocates are 
collaborating with local governments to advance phase-out ordinances that 
will accelerate heat pump deployment. However, local phase-outs create a 
patchwork of rules, presenting challenges for regional infrastructure planning.

Solution: The legislature could require a clear statewide building 
decarbonization roadmap that prioritizes heat pump adoption, including a 
deadline for phaseout of fossil fuel appliance sales, such as through a zero-
emission standard. 

Participants reinforced the need for a statewide building decarbonization 
mandate with accountability metrics. Any potential future statewide building 
decarbonization roadmap could determine ways to mandate and further 
incentivize heat pump adoption. This roadmap could operate similarly to the 
ways that previous California programs (e.g. Renewable Portfolio Standard, 
SB 350, and AB/SB 32) require renewable energy resources, lower emission 
technologies and electric vehicle deployment through holistic, economy-wide 
strategies. The legislature could affirm regulators’ legal authority to require 
heat pumps and all-electric appliances in existing structures.51

Multiple agencies are currently addressing different portions of the building 
electrification question. The California Air Resources Board 2022 State Strategy 
for the State Implementation Plan will be voted on this year and could require 
zero-emission heat pumps for all new space and water heaters beginning in 
2030. Regional air districts similarly address appliance emissions, and the 
California Energy Commission will implement their aggressive Title 24 standards 
beginning in 2023. Additionally, more than 50 California cities and municipalities 
have adopted all-electric building codes to expedite deployment of heat pumps 
for new construction. 

Going forward, comprehensive statewide policy could provide market certainty 
by including a clear phaseout date for fossil fuel appliance sales, such as 
through developing a new zero-emission standard that would ultimately ban 
the sale of new fossil-fuel appliances.52 

For example, the City of Oakland, East Bay Community Energy, AEA, Eden 
Housing, and other stakeholders are working together to accomplish the 
ambitious goal of electrifying all existing buildings in Oakland by 2040.53 The 
governor could bring similar stakeholders together alongside agency leaders 
to craft a roadmap that outlines California’s plan to achieve installation of 
six million heat pumps. 

Additionally, the legislature could take leadership on crafting a roadmap. 
Participants noted the need to eliminate legal barriers to reducing gas service, 
such as by clarifying the utility’s obligation to serve.54 In California, the Public 
Utilities Code requires energy utilities to “furnish and maintain . . . adequate, 
efficient, just, and reasonable service” for customers in their service territories.55 
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Because utilities may violate their obligation to serve by terminating or phasing 
out gas service in areas whenever one customer remains on the gas system, 
the legislature could provide critical clarity around legal obligations, resource 
planning and targeted outreach is critical. The legislature could amend the 
law to explicitly determine a reasonable service timeline for customers and 
service areas. This would allow utilities to communicate clearly with ratepayers, 
informing them of the substitute service provided by electricity and heat pump 
technology. Currently, this process grants customers certain due process rights, 
including notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to service termination. 
Reforming these requirements while protecting customers would allow for 
more rapid heat pump deployment. 

Solution: The legislature and California Public Utilities Commission could 
reform the existing rate structure to support heat pump deployment. 

Heat pumps provide a household with an additional form of energy storage 
capacity. The heat pump can use the cheapest and cleanest electricity to 
prepare for household needs at other times of day. For example, a heat pump 
water heater can utilize times of high solar energy production and store that 
energy in the form of hot water. Later in the evening, the hot water is ready 
for use without having to use more electricity at times of greater demand 
and lower available renewable energy. This form of energy storage reduces 
overall grid costs and saves ratepayers money. 

However, existing electricity rate structures and projected rate increases do 
not entirely comport with this optimistic view of energy storage. Current rate 
structures have not integrated dynamic energy storage possibilities. As a result, 
customers may be discouraged from adopting heat pump technologies if they 
cannot see a reduction in utility bills. While customers who install heat pumps 
save significant costs on gas, increased electrical demands can cost customers 
more in the long-run.56 Even with a complete reduction of gas, heat pump 
space heaters and water heaters result in slight bill increases for electricity. 
The efficiency benefits of electric heat pumps result in substantial greenhouse 
gas reductions, but are fairly minor on an overall wattage scale. Customers 
will remain in the same tier of electricity demand, or go into higher tiers. 

Participants suggested a myriad of solutions to address these challenges, 
including: 

• The Public Utilities Commission could work with utilities to ensure 
all heat pumps enroll in demand response programs to aggregate 
load management benefits. Recently, the Public Utilities Commission 
expanded the Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) Heat Pump 
Water Heater program by $40 million, for a total budget of $84.7 
million.57 The SGIP program requires that the water heater owner 
enroll in a demand response program. To manage water heating 
needs and the grid, the program requires the ability to pre-heat water 
during off-peak hours when electricity use is low, avoiding added grid 
strain during peak hours. Half of the funding is dedicated solely to 
low-income utility customers, and incentives are also available for 
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electric panel upgrades and refrigerants with low global warming 
potential (GWP). Managing the load of heat pumps could bring 
significant grid benefits to California, especially during times of extreme 
weather. The California Independent Service Operator (CAISO) and 
California Energy Commission could also assist in forecasting demand 
response benefits. 

• Utilities could consider cost-based time-of-use volumetric rates with 
larger time-of-use price differentials that accurately reflect grid costs 
and greenhouse gas emissions, so heat pumps can net greater savings 
depending on their usage pattern. The “volumetric rate” is the price 
that a customer is charged for each unit of electricity used from 
the grid, and it is usually expressed in terms of dollars per kilowatt 
hour ($/kWh).58 Residential electric bills are usually determined by 
volumetric rate, which are electricity costs that vary due to electricity 
use. The more electricity (i.e. kilowatt hours) used, the higher this 
portion of the bill. The traditional volumetric rate incorporates 
the costs of generating and delivering electricity, as well as other 
grid investment and public policy costs. By designing rates with 
an increased time-of-use differential reflective of greenhouse gas 
emissions, utilities could incentivize heat pump adoption because 
heat pumps are more efficient and use less electricity. The time-
of-use rates could better reflect time-dependent generation and 
distribution costs, as well as incorporate the greenhouse gas impact 
of electricity generation. 

• The Public Utilities Commission could direct electric utilities to 
develop advanced dynamic rates within its Long-Term Gas Planning 
Proceeding.59 This would increase the financial benefits of electrification 
by compensating customers for real-time use changes in response 
to grid needs. 

• The legislature, in coordination with energy regulators and utilities, 
could redefine panel upgrades as a regulatory asset in order to help 
utilities spread the costs out over the life of the upgrade. A regulatory 
asset is a specific cost of service recovery that a regulatory agency 
permits an energy utility to include on its balance sheet, allowing 
more aggressive financing of projects. 

• The legislature, in coordination with energy regulators and utilities, 
could create a smart electrical panel incentive program to support 
existing homeowners to take the initial steps towards building 
electrification and heat pump adoption. 

Solution: The California Department of General Services could use its buying 
power to increase investor confidence in the heat pump marketplace. 

Because the State of California owns and has master contracts for thousands 
of buildings, the state’s purchasing power on large-scale contracts could help 
build the marketplace by purchasing thousands of heat pumps. Participants 
noted that the Department of General Services (DGS) could assist with 
purchasing heat pumps at scale and help school districts, housing authorities, 
local governments, and hospitals to purchase heat pump technologies. 
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Currently, the Department’s Office of Sustainability develops and implements 
strategies and programs for state facilities, including energy efficiency retrofits 
and electric vehicle charging infrastructure. As outlined in their 2022-2023 
priorities, the Department of General Services plans to “complete energy 
retrofits to achieve energy savings and decrease the state’s carbon footprint.”60 
The Department’s previous leadership in fleet and asset management has 
advanced electric vehicle charging infrastructure, highlighted by the more 
than 35 state facilities that now offer vehicle charging options.61 Since the 
Department oversees the state’s building stock and reutilization of state and 
federal surplus property, it has many opportunities for integrating heat pump 
technology into baseline requirements. 

Solution: The California Air Resources Board, Public Utilities Commission, 
and utilities could develop a refrigerant management program that supports 
heat pump deployment. 

Some participants noted the importance of ensuring the continued reduction 
of heat pumps’ climate footprint. While significantly cleaner than gas appliances, 
each heat pump uses some form of refrigerant to operate. These refrigerants 
are often hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) with high global warming potential (GWP). 
Therefore, policymakers will need to develop a phaseout timeline for high-GWP 
refrigerants in existing buildings to support development of low-GWP refrigerants. 
The state could also identify financial assistance for low-income residents and 
businesses and align those incentives with refrigerant management strategies. 
As a starting point, the California Air Resources Board has a robust database 
on low-GWP incentive programs offered by utilities and local governments.62 

The state could also support manufacturers in developing low-GWP refrigerants. 
As part of the Public Utilities and Energy Commissions’ efforts to decarbonize 
buildings, the agencies could incentivize heat pump equipment that uses low-GWP 
refrigerants and space and water heating equipment that uses mid-range GWP 
refrigerants. The Public Utilities Commission defines “high-GWP” refrigerants 
as those with a GWP above 750, consistent with the Air Resources Board’s 
recent regulatory proposal for new stationary air conditioning systems starting 
January 1, 2023.63 California Senate Bill 1013 also requires the California Public 
Utilities Commission, Energy Commission, and the Department of Housing 
and Community Development to consider offering incentives for low-GWP 
refrigerants in their existing energy efficiency programs.64

Washington state provides a model for action. Governor Inslee signed House 
Bill 1050 in 2021 to direct state agencies to set a maximum global warming 
potential for HFCs used in new stationary air conditioning equipment.65 The 
new law also established a state purchasing and procurement preference for 
recycled refrigerants and required the consideration of HFC emissions in 
mandatory utility conservation activities and in codes adopted by the State 
Building Code Council.66
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Solution: The legislature, California Air Resources Board, and California 
regional air districts could regulate gas-fired furnaces and water heaters, or 
regulate baseline indoor air quality in residential and commercial buildings. 

Participants discussed the role of both the California Air Resources Board and 
regional air districts in addressing gas-fired furnaces and water heaters. Most 
notably, the California Air Resources Board Draft 2022 State Implementation 
Plan proposed a zero-emission standard at the point of sale for space and 
water heaters.67 Regional air districts have authority to regulate stationary 
and area sources, and therefore air districts can adopt rules and regulations 
to implement zero-nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission standards for furnaces 
and water heaters. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s proposed 
rules 9-4 and 9-6, which are currently in development, limit emissions from 
natural gas-fired fan type residential central furnaces, and they are considering 
zero-NOx appliance standards for space and water heating with compliance 
dates ranging from 2027 to 2031 based on equipment type, use, and size.68 
The zero-NOx standards would apply to appliance manufacturers, retailers, 
wholesalers, and installers and would affect consumers when they replace 
their existing furnaces. These rules would essentially mandate electric heat 
pump systems at the time of replacement, and the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District expects to hear the rule during the fourth quarter of 
2022. Ultra-low-NOx combustion technology is already required for furnaces 
in the South Coast Air Quality Management District, and the South Coast is 
considering a host of building electrification regulations through their 2022 
Air Quality Management Plan.69

Additionally, the legislature, in coordination with the California Air Resources 
Board and local air districts, could establish indoor air quality standards for 
California. The Air Resources Board has authority to regulate indoor air cleaning 
devices.70 The legislature and the Board could coordinate to expand authority 
to all indoor appliances that combust fuel. As the building sector contributes 
a growing percentage of NOx emissions statewide, air districts are pushing 
for more stringent action on residential gas-fired appliances. Additionally, 
the Air Resources Board could include a formal finding on the timeline of 
reduction in natural gas use necessary to achieve state climate goals as part of 
upcoming policies and decisions, such as the AB/SB 32 Scoping Plan Update.71 
Including formal findings could inform utility planning processes and state 
infrastructure funding decisions, helping air districts take action to require 
electrified appliances in service of both indoor air quality and criteria pollution 
reduction. At a time when California’s nonattainment air districts (South Coast 
and San Joaquin Air Quality Management Districts) are searching to reduce 
sources of pollution, the building sector is a priority source that policymakers, 
utilities, and nonprofit organizations are all rallying behind. State and regional 
leaders could harmonize indoor air quality standards with state and local 
buildings codes to limit indoor combustion. 
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BARRIER: BUILDING ENERGY UPGRADES RISK TENANT 
DISPLACEMENT AND INCREASED COST BURDENS AMONG 
LOWER-INCOME CALIFORNIANS

As heat pump technology scales, policymakers will need to ensure higher 
costs and mandates do not fall on low-income communities and renters. The 
transition to heat pumps in existing buildings should proceed in an equitable 
manner that ensures affordability for those least able to bear increased housing 
or energy costs. Local governments administer and enforce tenant protection 
policies that are either local, state, or federal in nature. Protecting tenants in 
existing rentals, and especially low-income housing, is critical consideration 
in electrifying California’s building stock. As developers deploy heat pumps 
and undertake building upgrades, these installations pose specific threats to 
low-income renters being displaced or suffering from additional rent burdens. 

Today, 45 percent of Californians are renters and approximately 25 percent 
are living on low to extremely low incomes.72 More than 33 percent of the 
state’s residents are enrolled in the California Alternate Rates for Energy 
(CARE) program, which provides discounts on both electric and natural gas 
bills.73 Lower-income residents are more likely to rent and to live in multifamily 
housing than higher-income Californians, reducing their ability to invest in 
electrification—even as lower-income communities are often disproportionately 
affected by the health impacts of home natural gas use due to smaller, older 
housing stock and limited ability to maintain and replace older appliances. 
Over one quarter of California’s homes predate the initial 1978 residential 
energy efficiency standards, and the vast majority were built before the 2000s, 
highlighting the challenge posed by the state’s older housing stock.74

Renters generally lack the property rights to make the decision to adopt heat 
pumps. Yet owners have few incentives to invest when renters pay the utility 
bill. Improvements like adding heat pumps primarily produce benefits for the 
person paying the bills, while the cost of the improvement falls to the owner.75 
This dynamic creates a “split incentive” that prevents greater adoption. The 
split has long stood in the way of energy retrofits in tenant-occupied buildings. 
California may be able to adopt some lessons learned on how to tackle the 
split incentive from existing energy efficiency programs. 

Solution: The California Public Utilities Commission and electric utilities 
could enhance on-bill financing to overcome the landlord-tenant split 
incentive barrier.

As landlords are typically responsible for capital investments to a property, 
state, utility, and local government entities could incentivize them to invest in 
rental housing upgrades if they can reduce the “split incentive” barrier. The 
state could outline a policy roadmap of how property owners can recoup 
investments in the tenant’s habitability while protecting rental stability. 

In many commercial landlord agreements, the landlord can recover cost through 
amortizing tenant improvements, which allows the landlord to charge the 
tenant for upgrades over the duration of the lease term. In commercial leases, 
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energy upgrades by the landlord can pay for themselves through cost savings 
well before an owner has been repaid through amortization. Other times, 
commercial landlords can choose to avoid amortization and other payback 
mechanisms in favor of adopting lease language that allows the landlord to 
recoup all operational savings resulting from energy efficiency improvements, up 
to the point where the landlord has been repaid for their original expenditures. 

Generally, residential landlords can only recover the costs of upgrades through 
specific mechanisms. Participants noted that California electric utilities could 
adopt tariffed on-bill financing or repayment programs to remove the onus 
from landlords and allow the utilities to invest in upgrades. A tariffed on-bill 
program allows a utility to pay for cost-effective energy improvements and 
recover costs for the improvements over time through a dedicated charge 
on the utility bill that is immediately less than the estimated savings from 
the improvements.

First, California electric utilities could adopt tariffed on-bill financing or 
repayment programs to recover costs. A tariffed on-bill program allows a 
utility to pay for cost-effective energy improvements and recover costs for 
the improvements over time through a dedicated charge on the utility bill 
that is immediately less than the estimated savings from the improvements.76

The tariffed on-bill model differs from on-bill loans and repayment models 
in that tariffs are not a loan, but rather a utility investment for which cost 
recovery is tied to the utility meter according to terms set forth in a utility 
tariff.77 The Public Utilities Commission proceeding R.20-08-022 addresses 
financing and the package of programs where tariffed on-bill finance is possible.78 
In Northern California, advocates have begun work to expand PG&E’s on-bill 
financing program to include residential customers in addition to businesses. 

One model, based on the Pay As You Save system, has been successfully 
implemented in 8 states by 18 utilities.79 Investor-owned, cooperative, and 
municipal utilities have all participated, and more than 5,000 properties have 
been upgraded.80 Utilities offering tariffed on-bill financing programs reported 
high adoption rates for building energy efficiency upgrades and low rates of 
nonpayment, even in areas characterized by conditions of persistent poverty.

State leaders should consider bolstering existing financing programs aimed 
at scaling multifamily energy efficiency deployment. The GoGreen Affordable 
Multifamily Energy Financing Program offers homeowners, renters, business 
owners, and affordable multifamily property owners access to financing.81 
GoGreen is a California state-administered program, in partnership with electric 
utilities, and aims to offer favorable terms and expedited approvals to help 
deploy energy efficiency technology, such as heat pumps. The California Hub for 
Energy Efficiency Financing (CHEEF), an arm of the State Treasurer’s California 
Alternative Energy and Advanced Transportation Financing Authority, is a public-
private platform for contractors, private financial institutions, utilities, and 
state agencies to conduct transactions and share data supporting efficiency 
projects.82 CHEEF enlists financial institutions (e.g., credit unions, banks) to 
provide credit enhancement instruments, and is funded by utility ratepayers 
through the Public Utilities Commission. 
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Overall, the goal of any tariffed on-bill financing mechanism should be to 
allow building owners the ability to finance over long periods of time (even 
in rental units with high turnover rates);  leverage utility bill savings to defray 
investment costs (rather than rely on consumer credit or home equity); and 
ensure cash-positive outcomes that prevent low and moderate income customers 
from experiencing increased energy burdens.83 

Solution: Utilities, local governments, and building owners could collaborate 
to implement green leases with heat pump deployment requirements for 
multi-unit and commercial buildings.

Commercial buildings account for a large portion of California’s energy usage, 
and leased space is normally about 50 percent of all commercial building energy 
use.84 While most of the equity concerns around building decarbonization 
focus on residential and multi-unit dwellings, commercial building emissions 
represent both a large source of emissions and a large number of low- and 
moderate-income business tenants. 

Every rental lease agreement provides an opportunity to dictate payment 
responsibilities for utilities, infrastructure, and installations. Participants 
supported boosting the usage of ‘green leases’ to support both residential 
and commercial tenants paying for building decarbonization improvements. A 
green lease differs from a standard lease by having terms and conditions that 
advance sustainability goals, such as allowing the tenant and owner to share 
in cost savings once energy efficiency investments have been paid back.85 

Green leases can collaboratively transform buildings into higher-performing 
ones, allowing commercial tenants to invest in decarbonization technologies. 

Green leases allow California commercial property owners the opportunity to 
work with industry leaders to improve energy efficiency and building health 
for workers, especially given the uncertainty of post-COVID return to work 
policies.86 While people stopped coming to offices, commercial buildings did 
not see the energy use reductions expected. According to Johnson Control, 
less than 10 percent of organizations experienced an energy use reduction 
of greater than 20 percent during 2020.87 During COVID, building owners 
and operators were bound by leases to maintain the same temperature 
standards as when the buildings were occupied, and they often faced barriers 
gaining access into tenant spaces. Heat pump technology allows for more 
easy temperature control and could provide solutions in specific commercial 
applications. Participants noted that a green lease rooted in transparency and 
partnership could improve tenant-landlord relationships to the point where 
they can collaborate to address future challenges and reduce emissions through 
deploying heat pump technologies. 

In 2022, the federal Green Lease Leader program expanded to multifamily 
properties, with the recognition that green leases can also act to reduce 
energy inequity at a time when many residents are struggling to pay rent and 
utilities.88 Unlike commercial leases, most residential lease agreements cannot 
include cost recovery clauses allowing amortization and recovery costs from 
residents due to short lease terms. Therefore, the split incentive barrier is 
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difficult to overcome in this market. As an alternative solution recommended 
through stakeholder engagement efforts, Green Lease Leader has added a new 
prerequisite specific to multi-unit dwellings family that focuses on implementing 
efficiency upgrades when units are vacant between residents. An additional 
barrier for multi-unit building owners is access to tenant utility data. Green 
Lease Leaders identifies example lease language that can be used to support 
transparency, help with compliance for benchmarking mandates, and assist 
data collection for ESG reporting, such as GRESB, while still maintaining tenant 
privacy.89 Overall, green leases provide some opportunities for deploying heat 
pumps in commercial and multi-unit buildings. State leaders and electric utilities 
could educate landlords and tenants about the availability of green leases. 
While protecting security and privacy through masking and anonymizing data, 
electric utilities could target education campaigns to the largest energy users 
in hopes to maximize impact.

Solution: Local governments could implement renovation requirements for 
multi-unit dwellings to ensure heat pumps are installed whenever a primary 
or seismic renovation occurs. 

Given the challenging magnitude of electrifying all existing buildings, deploying 
heat pumps whenever a building undergoes a permitted renovation provides 
an opportunity to address buildings incrementally. By requiring heat pump 
installations when either primary or seismic renovations occur as part of city 
building standards or a reach building code, local governments could protect 
tenants and conveniently integrate heat pumps. For example, the City of Santa 
Monica’s Energy Reach Code is designed to encourage all-electric construction 
and renovations.90 In Santa Monica’s case, the Reach Code requires all-electric 
design, energy efficiency, and either heat pumps or higher efficiency standards 
if gas infrastructure is installed.91

Participants noted that when appliances fail in tenant-occupied dwellings, 
it is the tenants who suffer when space heating/cooling or water heating 
fails. Landlords and tenants want to get the appliance working immediately 
to avoid additional inconvenience. Because of the additional physical and 
energy infrastructure often needed to install a heat pump and the need to 
fix the appliance expediently, the technology does not get adopted. Installing 
a replacement gas appliance within a few days is a minor inconvenience, but 
a tenant cannot wait weeks or months without air conditioning or water 
heating for a heat pump solution. By requiring heat pump retrofits at the 
time of any significant renovation, this barrier can be reduced because the 
dwelling is normally unoccupied and installers can take appropriate time to 
install any needed paneling or electrical infrastructure. 

If tenants are remaining in the unit after a primary renovation, determining 
who pays for the upgrade and how much of the costs are allowed to be 
passed through to the tenant become important policy considerations. The 
City of Los Angeles’s Primary Renovation program allows landlords to recoup 
funds from tenants for insulation improvements, electrical panel upgrades, and 
heating or cooling system improvements.92 This program allows an increase 
to a rent-stabilized unit’s monthly rent beyond the allowable increase—up to 
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an additional 10 percent—to recoup the cost of approved retrofits.93 Landlords 
can recover costs through this program once every five years. However, some 
participants worried about the potential risk of passing through primary renovation 
costs to tenants. Some recommended that local governments could mandate 
rents be maintained after renovations, in order to allow existing tenants to return 
without increased costs. Variations of protections would be needed, given different 
restrictions on rent-controlled, non-rent-controlled, and deed-restricted units. 

Furthermore, to protect small ‘mom-and-pop’ landlords, local governments could 
create financial hardship exemptions or provide more information about heat 
pump incentive programs. If larger and corporate landlord investors were unable 
to electrify their buildings and deploy heat pump technologies, a linkage fee 
program could be implemented to support building electrification in disadvantaged 
communities. Additionally, local governments could prohibit subsidies for any 
property owners in current or previous violation of habitability within the Health 
and Safety Code.

Alternatively, local jurisdictions could also consider requiring heat pump deployment 
as a part of seismic retrofit programs. Currently, the California Earthquake Authority 
is investing in seismic hardening for soft-story buildings.94 Existing funding for heat 
pump deployment could be leveraged into seismic safety retrofit buildings, and 
could alleviate pass-through cost issues. The City of West Hollywood’s seismic 
retrofit ordinance banned pass-through costs for tenants.95 Building owners in 
West Hollywood are responsible for the full price of the mandatory retrofits, but 
can petition for rent increases to cover costs if they can prove financial hardship 
from doing upgrades.96 Similar justifications could be used for heat pump and 
building electrification upgrades, if supported by state resources. 

DEPLOYING HEAT PUMPS WHILE PROTECTING AGAINST DISPLACEMENT 

Local governments play a critical role in protecting low-income renters. As 
building decarbonization upgrades reach low-income housing, temporary and 
permanent displacement is a threat for renters on the edge of homelessness. 
Deploying heat pump technology in existing affordable housing will require 
targeted and thoughtful equity and anti-displacement considerations. Numerous 
community-based organizations, including Strategic Actions For a Just Economy, 
have assessed the needs of tenants for equitable deployment.97 

Their recommendations include: 

• Local governments could limit pass-through costs for decarbonization 
retrofits to rent stabilized tenants in covenanted affordable units, and explore 
ways to protect renters in non-rent stabilized units. 

• Local governments could include relocation assistance and ‘right of return’ for 
tenants temporarily displaced by housing retrofits.98

• Local governments could protect renters in deteriorated housing conditions 
from displacement when demolition is suggested as a pathway to heat pump 
deployment. 
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Solution: The state legislature could direct the California Public Utilities 
Commission to use new ratemaking strategies to protect low-income 
Californians from over-paying for a legacy gas system. 

If higher-income building owners switch to heat pumps and eliminate gas 
infrastructure, they risk leaving lower-income building owners to pay more to 
maintain the legacy gas grid. Continued investments in gas equipment have 
“a growing likelihood over time of becoming stranded assets and a liability 
for carbon offsets” according to the Energy Commission’s 2021 Integrated 
Energy Policy Report assessment.99

By prioritizing low-income deployment and ensuring consistent implementation, 
policymakers can avoid a stranded gas system that passes along high costs 
to those least able to afford them. The California Air Resources recent Draft 
2022 Scoping Plan Update noted the importance of centralized planning and 
aligned efforts, so the transition to electric appliances does not lead to low-
income individuals paying for the entire gas delivery system. The Update 
noted that the “transition [to electric building appliances] must include the 
goal of trimming back the existing gas infrastructure, so pockets of gas-fueled 
residential and commercial buildings do not require ongoing maintenance of 
the entire limb for gas delivery.”100

The California Public Utilities Commission could consider developing a “plus-
up” as part of the CARE program to install heat pumps, where residents in 
disadvantaged communities could receive additional incentive funds on top 
of existing programs. In order to incentivize multifamily housing retrofits, 
the Public Utilities Commission could include heat pump integration in the 
Multifamily Affordable Solar Housing (MASH) program.101 

Participants suggested that the legislature, along with California Air Resources 
Board, could consider dedicating Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds generated 
by the state’s cap-and-trade program to fund heat pumps for renters in 
disadvantaged communities most at risk for paying higher natural gas prices. 
Additional recipients could include communities suffering from higher levels 
of air pollution. Disadvantaged communities lacking access to both electrical 
or gas infrastructure could also receive priority, as they are reliant on propane 
or diesel generators. In addition to displacing natural gas, a subset of funds 
could prioritize replacement of other fossil fuel energy sources for vulnerable 
customers.

Participants also noted the importance of addressing mobile home space and 
water heating needs. Costs associated with replacing space or water heating in 
mobile homes can often exceed the value of the entire home. Solutions could 
include bolstering the CPUC Mobile-home Park Utility Conversion Program, 
which is entering a new phase to support future electrification of existing and 
manufactured homes. Creation of a Mobile-home Park Electrification Standard 
that supports replacing the entire unit will assist utility efforts to phase out 
gas infrastructure. Overall, participants emphasized the need to prioritize 
low-income communities with existing gas infrastructure nearing the end of 
its useful life. 
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Solution: The state legislature could create an all-electric “Right to 
Cooling” policy with funds to enable heat pump deployment for low-income 
Californians.

As climate change exacerbates extreme weather during the summer months, 
more California communities need quality space cooling to protect public 
health. The state legislature could update the current law—which requires any 
rental unit to have proper heating in order to be legally habitable—to include 
proper cooling capacity.102 The policy could also require all-electric solutions 
as a means to prevent increased adoption of gas appliances. Legislators could 
update the current policy to focus on addressing human rights in a warming 
climate by setting a temperature or heat threshold requiring developers to 
include cooling as part of any building code update. 

As a potential out-of-state model, Arizona law requires that all rental units 
must have “essential services,” defined as “running water, gas or electrical 
service, or both if applicable, and reasonable amounts of hot water or heat, 
air conditioning or cooling, where such units are installed or offered.”103 This 
right to cooling is a baseline, and some parts of Arizona have specific standards 
that apply beyond this baseline. Considering that almost the entire state of 
California can now reach unsafe heat conditions, the legislature could set a 
similar statewide right to cooling and require building owners to install all-
electric cooling solutions. 

Solution: State agencies and local governments, in partnership with 
affordable housing owners and operators, could develop trust-building 
processes that ensure equitable heat pump deployment. 

In order to overcome the landlord-tenant split incentive, renters first need to be 
motivated to seek these all-electric upgrades. Therefore, heat pump deployment 
success will depend on state, local, and industry leaders developing an outreach 
process that incorporates trusted sources and focuses on building relationships. 
Trusted sources, such as community-based or membership organizations, can 
help tenants interface with the electric utility or overcome digital or language 
barriers that prevent adoption or application. Also, many tenants need trusted 
resources to understand and work through lease provisions that can prohibit 
replacing appliances without landlord approval. 

These trusted organizations can potentially identify preferred local contractors 
and retrofitters where available. Community-based organizations have played an 
integral role as part of the deployment of the Solar on Multifamily Affordable 
Housing (SOMAH) program and may provide lessons for establishing similar 
successful organizational infrastructure. The SOMAH program administrators 
selected local community-based organizations to interface with property 
owners, local government officials, and residents.104 Building from the SOMAH 
model, utilities and local governments could find affordable housing owners 
and operators willing to participate in heat pump retrofits in a manner that 
educates residents and alleviates concerns. State officials may also look to 
convene community-based organizations about lessons learned from state and 
federal building weatherization programs, including the California Department 
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of Community Services and Development’s Weatherization Assistance Program 
or the federal Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program.105 Additionally, 
community-based organizations can work with utilities to find large affordable 
housing owners and operators, and determine which aging building stock to 
prioritize for heat pump replacement.

Participants noted the City of Oakland’s Building Decarbonization plan, which 
included a Racial Equity Impact Assessment (REIA). An REIA is a systematic 
examination of how different racial and ethnic groups will likely be affected by 
a proposed action. The Oakland Building Decarbonization REIA took a citywide 
approach to addressing the concerns and questions of Black, Indigenous, and 
people of color (BIPOC) customers, businesses, and communities.106 While 
the City’s efforts are ongoing, the process provides a model for the state 
and other jurisdictions to use.107 Ultimately, outreach leaders will need to 
center heat pump programs in a community-driven process that will build 
trust within vulnerable communities. 

BARRIER: HIGH UPFRONT COSTS INCREASE THE NEED FOR 
PUBLIC FUNDS AND FINANCING SOLUTIONS

The greatest barriers to rapid heat pump deployment may ultimately be high 
upfront costs and long payback periods. While heat pumps can offer clear life-
cycle cost savings, homeowners and tenants may be limited by infrastructure 
upgrade costs and availability. Homes often need to increase electrical capacity 
when transitioning away from a gas-powered space or water heater. For most 
homes, upgrading the electric paneling will be sufficient to integrate the load 
from a new heat pump. If the existing panels are not enough to power the 
heaters, appliances, or electric vehicle chargers being contemplated as part of 
a home electrification project, replacing them with higher ampere (AMP) panels 
or new “smart panels” able to handle the increased load can add thousands 
of dollars and extended time periods for the additional work. Occasionally, 
the wires and utility power distribution lines also need upgrades, adding costs 
and time. 

Heat pump unit and smart electrical panel costs are likely to improve significantly 
in coming years as the technologies mature. But in the meantime, they can 
present a challenge for homeowners, tenants, and landlords facing high upfront 
costs for retrofits and installation. This hurdle can be especially difficult among 
residents in the high-priority communities identified earlier in this report, where 
many customers may not be able to afford the full costs of a retrofit. Even 
with aggressive incentives and targeted outreach, low-income homeowners 
and tenants in affordable housing will tend to prioritize maintaining access 
to space or water heating over installing a heat pump. 

Among the solutions proposed to assist low-income homeowners and existing 
building occupants, participants noted that the Technology and Equipment for 
Clean Heating (TECH) Clean California program offers incentives for necessary 
electrical preparation activities, such as panel upgrades, smart panel systems, 
and other technologies to address electrical load.108 Participants suggested 
increasing incentives, based on data-driven feedback of customers and program 
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administrators. Additionally, the state legislature could appropriate funds directly 
from the state General Fund to the Public Utilities Commission, California Energy 
Commission, or other agencies to administer a program to defray upfront 
costs of retrofitting and installing heat pumps in high-priority communities.

Solution: The California Public Utilities Commission could end rebates for gas 
water heaters and instead redirect funds to expand heat pump incentives. 

Building off the work of SB 1477, the California Legislature, Public Utilities 
Commission, and Energy Commission could create additional incentives or 
alterations to the existing incentive structure to target heat pump appliances. 
Agencies could monitor overlap between BUILD incentives and other incentive 
programs in the state to find any existing rebates that contradict an all-
electric appliance approach and instead reallocate that funding to support 
heat pumps. Lead agencies, such the Energy Commission, could coordinate 
with utilities, local governments, and other involved agencies to align incentive-
based programming to scale heat pump deployment, integrate planning, and 
avoid duplication. 

In addition to the California Public Utilities Commission, Energy Commission, 
and Air Resources Board, other agencies with jurisdiction over aspects of the 
built environment include the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee, 
California Debt Limit Allocation Committee, California Department of Housing 
and Economic Development, and the federal Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. The state could also assess the opportunity to apply federal 
incentives to HVAC manufacturers, suppliers, and distributors, potentially from 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s energy efficiency programs. 

Participants recommended prioritizing incentives for two largely unaddressed 
sectors. First, lead California agencies such as the California Public Utilities 
Commission and Energy Commission could develop upstream and midstream 
incentives to support suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, installers, and 
retailers (fully discussed on page 40). 

Second, additional electrical panel upgrade incentives could support customers 
needing additional capacity to handle the new electrical load from heat pumps. 
Since most California buildings built before 1990 are likely to need both panel 
and building upgrades, utilities, developers, and installers will need to coordinate 
to help communities achieve sufficient panel upgrades to meet the heat pump 
targets.109 Smart panels can manage increased load from heat pump space 
and water heating, electric vehicle charging, and integrate battery storage. 
While costly, smart panels can enable whole-home building electrification 
without transformer upgrades. Some utilities will upgrade transformers at no 
cost to an individual customer, while other utilities will attempt to saddle the 
customer with the cost of the upgrade, which can run more than $100,000.110

The state could benefit from lessons learned from other heat pump incentive 
programs. For example, Massachusetts’s MassSave program offers up to $10,000 
per home for the purchase and installation of an Air Source Heat Pump.111 
MassSave runs through a collaboration of utilities, which could be a model 
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for California to follow under the encouragement of the California Public 
Utilities Commission. New York’s NYSERDA and Minnesota Air Source Heat 
Pump Collaborative are offering modest state-funded rebates.112 In Canada, 
British Columbia has removed the provincial sales tax on all electric heat 
pumps to stimulate deployment.113 Additionally, California could look at the 
structure and outcomes of Italy’s trial policy of providing a 110 percent tax 
discount (distributed over multiple years) for heat pump installation, which 
was in effect from July 2020 to December 2021.114

One way to increase incentive funding availability is to end all gas rebate 
programs. The Public Utilities Commission could sunset existing gas rebate 
programs, such as the Energy Efficient Statewide Plug-Load and Appliance 
Program. In January 2022, the Sierra Club filed a motion with the Public 
Utilities Commission to ban rebates for natural gas water heaters as part of 
the Energy Efficient Statewide Plug-Load and Appliance Program.115 

Solution: The California Department of Housing and Community 
Development, California Energy Commission, and local governments could 
work to establish a Community Development Block Grant to fund and 
leverage electrical grid improvements and heat pump deployment. 

As more federal and state funds become available, state agencies could work 
collaboratively with private capital providers to streamline the release and 
distribution of heat pump incentives, treating the funds like a Community 
Development Block Grant.116 A Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) is 
administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for 
resilience-focused housing projects that minimize future disaster risk.117 While 
the program is better suited for resilience activities (e.g., making buildings 
more resilient to changing storm patterns), a grant can be used for improving 
building codes. A CDBG or other block grant could be targeted at low-to-
moderate income communities within certain geographic areas. The Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act of 2021 allocated $550 million to the Department 
of Energy for a new Energy Efficiency Conservation Block Grant program 
to assist eligible governments to develop, promote, implement, and manage 
energy efficiency and conservation policy and projects in their jurisdiction.118

In addition to the Department of Energy Block Grant, there are different 
allocations within the traditional CDBG program, including for disaster mitigation 
projects that rebuild infrastructure, COVID-19 relief efforts to assist states and 
cities in responding to the public health crisis, and CDBG Section 108 loan 
guarantees to protect financing for renewable energy projects in frontline 
communities. While applying heat pump deployment to these different allocations 
might require creativity, CDBG partnerships could allow affordable housing 
owners and operators greater flexibility to match and build on the disbursement 
of funds. The process would need clearly designated state and local agencies 
with oversight responsibilities, but the California Department of Housing and 
Community Development has experience and expertise in administering the 
CDBG program. 
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Finally, the state could leverage a block grant through using the Climate Catalyst 
revolving loan fund to allow non-profit and affordable housing providers to 
participate in heat pump retrofits.119 Administered by the California Infrastructure 
and Economic Development Bank (I-Bank), the state could use the Catalyst 
fund to leverage and administer funds. 

BARRIER: LACK OF CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE AND 
ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR A SKILLED WORKFORCE TO 
SCALE HEAT PUMP INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND 
REBATE PROGRAMS

Without a workforce that can help promote and install heat pumps, policy and 
financial solutions will not translate to the average customer. When customers 
contact HVAC and water heater installers and technicians, the installers become 
the front line of climate action. State policy programs rely on a skilled and 
trained workforce that is willing and incentivized to educate customers about 
heat pump technology. In turn, the installers will need a strong value proposition 
to want to learn how to install the technology and get customers eager to 
adopt heat pumps. California will also need a workforce trained on the safe 
handling of refrigerants and with sufficient electrical knowledge to ensure 
energy systems work reliably. Many installers are ready and eager to add new 
skills to their trade, but are limited by time and a lack of sufficient incentives. 
Preparing installers with targeted education and support will assist deployment 
as demand for heat pumps improves. The virtuous cycle will continue as 
demand grows and job opportunities expand. 

In order to scale heat pump deployment, policymakers will need to support this 
new and expanded workforce with policy, financial, and educational resources. 
Participants generally noted that policymakers and utilities should consider 
labor an investment rather than a cost of the decarbonization transition and 
focus on the quality as well as the quantity of jobs. They ultimately will need 
to craft deliberate policy interventions to advance job quality and social equity. 

Solution: The California Public Utilities Commission, California Energy 
Commission, and utilities could develop midstream incentives to encourage 
contractors, retailers, and technicians to promote heat pump installations. 

Policymakers classify incentive programs for building decarbonization products 
as midstream, upstream, or downstream, depending on who receives the 
incentives. Upstream programs provide incentives for manufacturers to make 
more efficient products, while down stream programs provide rebates for 
consumers, encouraging them to purchase more efficient products. A midstream 
program provides incentives for retailers to stock and sell a higher percentage 
of highly efficient products than they would have otherwise. 

Participants noted the need to concentrate on midstream incentives to 
overcome installer and customer resistance to heat pump deployment. 
While upstream (manufacturer credits) and downstream (customer rebates) 
incentives have received attention from policymakers, there is a policy gap 
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around midstream support for retailers, distributors, technicians and installers. 
Participants supported the creation of installer rebates available to retailers, 
contractors, and installers who encourage customers to purchase heat pumps. 
Policymakers will need to ensure that installers are supported, educated, and 
motivated to increase heat pump adoption to boost both demand and job 
opportunities. Utilities have developed midstream incentives to transform 
the marketplace by financially supporting distributors who offer discounts on 
space and water heat pump equipment for installation on existing residential 
homes.120 Participants noted that any installation incentive should have multiple 
redemption opportunities, as the goal is to motivate installers to deploy heat 
pumps at scale. For example, allowing an installer to receive financial incentives 
for the first ten heat pumps could motivate the workforce to champion building 
decarbonization. 

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s Ductless Heat Pump Project provides 
some useful lessons forCalifornia’s midstream efforts.121 Working with partner 
installers, the Project installed more than 100,000 ductless heat pumps in 
the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s residential retrofit target markets 
between 2008 and 2020. The majority of the installations came from master 
installer or oriented installer projects. Customers were required to hire a 
certified installer to qualify for a rebate, and both the utility and program 
administrator maintained a list of master installers that customers could choose 
from. Installers were motivated to earn the certification by the free marketing 
and the additional revenue stream generated through their participation in the 
program. As a result of supply chain training, product installation support, and 
targeted marketing, more than 80,000 of the 100,000 heat pumps received 
a utility rebate and more than 90 percent of heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) companies in the Northwest were installing ductless 
heat pumps as of 2019.122

The California Public Utilities Commission has taken efforts to address midstream 
energy efficiency incentives through a Market Transformation Initiative.123 In 
2019, the Commission began a process to fund regional energy networks to 
transform building decarbonization and energy efficiency markets. Practices 
include using midstream incentives to influence education, installation, and 
retail stocking practices, ultimately supporting a portfolio of energy efficient 
retail products. 

Overall, building off the work of SB 1477, agencies and utilities in California 
could create new incentives to motivate contractors, technicians, and retailers 
to learn more about heat pumps and deploy the technology in their respective 
communities. 

Solution: The California Workforce Development Board could develop and 
support installer training programs for heat pump installations and could 
pre-qualify contractors. 

By improving profitability, state policy can encourage installers to switch from 
gas appliances to heat pumps. As part of Governor Newsom’s proposed $962.4 
million in building decarbonization, the California Workforce Development 
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Board (CWDB) could build upon successes and lessons learned from existing 
initiatives.124 To achieve a just transition through decarbonization programs, 
the CWDB framework emphasized a “high-road” approach based on high-
quality jobs, high-quality work, and wages and benefits sufficient to support 
both, through demand-side, supply-side, and just transition policy strategies. 
These strategies, including skilled workforce and wage standards, job training 
programs, displaced worker assistance, and community workforce agreements, 
could be aligned with specific policy (such as public investments and incentive 
programs) aiming to mitigate climate change. “High road” jobs focus on 
employing economically disenfranchised communities, aiming to boost shared 
prosperity and environmental sustainability.   The CWDB could build upon the 
High Road Training Partnerships by bringing together labor unions, installers, 
and communities to establish labor standards for workforce development in 
the electrification transition.

CALIFORNIA WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD HIGH ROAD TRAINING 
PARTNERSHIPS 

Created as a partnership between the Alameda County and Oakland Workforce 
Development Boards, Building and Construction Trade unions, California 
Community College Districts, California State Registered Apprenticeship 
Programs, and local community organizations including Rising Sun Center for 
Opportunity, the initiative has created a High Road to Building Decarbonization 
in the San Francisco Bay Area.125 The partnership is a model for other regions of 
the state to address heat pump deployment and building decarbonization through 
supporting employers, unions, workforce developers, and educational institutions 
with appropriate job training programs. The state recently announced a rolling 
fund of $90 million for a High Road Training Partnerships: Resilient Workforce 
Fund Program, with applications reviewed on a quarterly basis.126 

Participants discussed optimizing heat pump policy outcomes while supporting 
the creation of and access to good-paying jobs, deemed by the State of 
California as a “high-road” approach to economic development.127 The High 
Road Action Plan published by the California Workforce Development Board 
included a strategy to develop a pipeline for training installers and heat pump 
maintenance professionals.128 Local government actions, such as Community 
Workforce Agreements, are most successful when they have strong pre-
apprenticeship programs that work closely with the building trades unions 
and can ensure inclusion of historically marginalized workers.

Participants offered numerous recommendations for how to develop and 
support state-funded programs to support installer training, including: 

• Condition workforce incentives on skill standards or offer incentives 
(i.e., accelerated permitting, financial remuneration, etc.) for projects 
that meet certain workforce criteria. 
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• Condition rebates and incentives for building electrification on skill standards 
and/or responsible contractor criteria to attract high performing contractors, 
ensure work quality, and prevent wage and labor law violations common 
in the residential construction market. 

• Prioritize legacy gas workforce integration into the clean energy economy 
through a workforce transition. 

• Coordinate with apprentice programs (i.e., HVAC technician schools) to 
offer training incentives, especially supporting community college and 
vocational school workforce development opportunities, in disadvantaged 
communities. 

Additionally, participants noted that agencies can help to stimulate market 
transformation and improve consumer confidence by pre-qualifying contractors as 
eligible to receive public or ratepayer incentives for heat pump appliances. As fully 
discussed in a 2019 UCLA Luskin assessment of California Building Decarbonization 
Workforce Needs, individual jurisdictions could also implement a contractor vetting 
process to expedite contractors through the qualification process.129 While many 
utilities across the country pre-qualify contractors for various programs, California 
investor-owned utilities and agencies have refrained from doing so due to concerns 
of potential legal vulnerability resulting from recommending contractors.130 

Solution: The state legislature could bolster existing SB 1477 funding efforts in 
coordination with the California Public Utilities Commission to provide customers 
with better technical assistance. 

Participants emphasized the lack of workforce knowledge and experience using 
heat pumps. Therefore, in order to overcome the “hassle factor” of customers 
educating themselves on the technology, the state and local governments could 
support broad education campaigns. Using the lessons learned from the BUILD 
and TECH Technical Assistance programs for market-rate housing developers, 
policymakers could develop educational reference materials to explain all available 
technologies for all-electric buildings and any technical issues pertaining the installation, 
maintenance, and performance of heat pump equipment. While every residence will 
have differences, developing turnkey solutions for large multi-family buildings and 
high-priority communities will build momentum for additional resources. 

As the TECH program scales its consumer awareness campaign, titled The Switch is 
On, program leaders can ensure greater market penetration by providing contractors 
and installers with a designated clearinghouse for all available heat pump incentives 
and programs.131 Participants noted the significant progress in communication 
among government agencies, local governments, nonprofit program administrators, 
manufacturers, installers, and customers in just a few years. Having a one-stop 
shop for all heat pump incentives and programs, supported by government and 
coordinated by communication staff to provide a resource to local governments 
and private sector installers, could overcome additional adoption barriers.132 
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Solution: Advocates and government officials could rebrand “heat pumps” to 
be more easily understood by average consumers.

All stake holders involved in building decarbonization could consider whether 
a rebranding effort for heat pumps would result in improved understanding 
among average customers of the technology. Recent national conversations 
have surmised that the term “heat pumps” is not logical, considering they 
provide space cooling as well as heat, and thus the industry could potentially 
rebrand with a new name.133 If a sleek name could translate into broad customer 
awareness, a robust education campaign could then facilitate the massive 
demand needed for heat pump technology adoption. 
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V. conclusion
An equitable transition to efficient and all-electric buildings will 
deliver important benefits to the whole state. Crucially, heat pump 
technologies provide both heating and cooling during a time of 
increasingly extreme weather, and they are the crux of building 
electrification efforts critical to achieving state climate goals. Deploying 
them in existing housing will furthermore reduce residents’ exposure to 
pollutants from burning gas. 

However, to support a cost-effective and equitable gas transition, 
electrification must happen through a geographically targeted 
and whole-house approach. As state and utility leaders envision 
the future of gas infrastructure, strategically deploying heat pump 
technology could relieve ratepayers of unnecessary costs to support 
a potentially obsolete gas system, deliver ratepayer savings, support 
energy affordability, and improve overall system efficiency, safety, and 
resiliency.
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